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► 4th Railway Package implementation: general feedback on vehicle 

authorisation
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► Conformity to type authorisations

► ‘Line to take’ and ‘Clarification Notes’

► ERA registers and NNTRs

► Conclusion
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UNIFE Feedback on 4RP Authorisation
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General Feedback 

► UNIFE strongly supported the adoption of the Technical Pillar 

► However, today the industry has not witnessed the 4RP objective of a 20% 
reduction in time and cost but rather a significant increase in efforts and costs 
for VA.

► UNIFE has continually provided detailed return of experience to ERA and EC 
in several forums including the ERA Management Board’s 4RP Steering Group 
and the European Commissions EC Expert Group on the 4RP Implementation.

► Still experiencing the ‘learning curve’ in many Member States

► With over two years experience and all MSs involved for 1 year, now is the time to 
review the processes and ensure the expected benefits materialise
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General Feedback: Positive Experience

► Proactive and constructive engagement with ERA staff at VA project level and 

commitment to deadlines on ERA side.

► OSS as standardised single entry point

► Common structure for documentation and authorising entity checks (PA VA 

Annexes)

► Reduction of NNTRs pre-2020

► Efforts to reduce conformity to type authorisations timing since June 2019
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Issues faced and areas for improvement: Conformity to type authorisations

► Conformity to Type authorisation has become much longer and costlier under the 4RP 

than in many MSs under the 3RP 



Issues faced and areas for improvement: ‘Line to take’ and ‘Clarification notes’

► Extensive ERA guidelines and additional ‘line to take’ or ‘clarification notes’ leading to 

sudden short-notice changes in practical projects due to the interpretation of ERA of the 

PA VA or TSIs. 

► UNIFE has proposed a forum be established to solve practical issues at a fast pace, 

together with the sector before further guidance or interpretations are published which 

impact on-going projects.

► A pragmatic holistic view and practical approach based on experience is needed.



Issues faced and areas for improvement: Registers and IT tools

► Further development and interconnection is 

needed between the related ERA IT tools to 

reduce the duplication of documentation, 

certificates and efforts



Issues faced and areas for improvement: NNTRs

► UNIFE calls for the finalisation of the long-overdue clean-up programme for the 

Notified National Technical Rules for vehicle authorisation. 



Conclusion:

The European Rail Supply Industry is fully supportive of the Fourth Railway Package Technical Pillar.

However, action is needed to address the current processes which have been established in order to 

come back to the original intention and spirit of the Fourth Railway Package:

➢ Achieving 20% reduction in time and costs

➢ Trust in the third-party assessments and certificates

➢ Trust in the responsibilities of the manufacturers and declarations
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